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Overview
#RSAC

Information security is a risk management function today and deployed
protections must be aligned to risk to maintain an appropriate risk posture
Presentation:

Practices and considerations common historically and today
Conclusions and recommendations on practices necessary today and in the future
Sample cases demonstrating applicability of recommendations

Agnostic Messages: Practices reviewed are applicable and may be adapted to
all organizations
©2018 Discover Financial Services – Confidential and Proprietary – Do not copy or distribute
The opinions expressed in this presentation are those of the presenter, in their individual capacity, and
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Background
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What is Information Security Risk?
NIST 800-30: “Risk is a function of the likelihood of a given threat-source’s exercising a particular potential
vulnerability, and the resulting impact of that adverse event on the organization”
Information security rapidly evolved over the past 30+ years and is now a risk management function
Focus historically was not placed on dedicated information security risk management, function was
practiced informally
Context today?
Varied importance placed on function
Informal and inconsistent practices are common
Compliance (e.g. PCI DSS) commonly drives information security risk management activities
Industry standards provide broad guidance
Sophisticated risk management practices present in few organizations (e.g. robust KRIs, formal risk
committees)
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Information Security Risk
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What are Core Components?1

Threat Actor: Human or non-human entity that exploits a vulnerability
Vulnerability: That which the threat actor exploits
Outcomes: The result of exploiting a vulnerability
Impact: Consequences from unwanted outcomes
Likelihood: The likelihood of a scenario is portrayed by a threat exploiting vulnerability with a given probability
Information Asset: Informational element (e.g. data, process) that was affected by the risk

Risk Treatment:

Inherent Risk = Mitigation / Transfer + Residual Risk
Acceptance
Avoidance

Key Inherent Challenges: Measurement and Management
[1] Information Security Risk Management: Understanding the Components; Peter Sullivan, TechTarget
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Core Components - Examples
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Examples of Core Components?

Threat Actor: Hacktivist, cyber-criminal, insider threat
Vulnerability: Misconfigured system, unprotected web application
Outcomes: Acquisition of sensitive data, in-availability of key system or service
Impact: Cost of breach, reputational damage, fines
Likelihood: Once a year, once a minute
Information Asset: Data, informational platform

Sample Information Security Risk Statement:
‘A cybercriminal may compromise a web application handling personally
identifiable information to obtain a 1,000 records’
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Information Security Risk Assessment
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Sample Output – Individual Risk3

ISO 27005 Risk Management Framework2

[2] Al-Safwani, Nadher & Hassan, Suhaidi & Katuk, Norliza. (2014). A Multiple Attribute Decision Making for Improving Information Security Control Assessment.
[3] ENISA Cloud Computing Risk Assessment, 2009
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Core Challenge - Measurement
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Definition of Measurement: Expressed reduction of uncertainty based
on one or more observations4
Core components such as Threat Actors and Likelihood are especially
difficult to quantify and are commonly qualitatively expressed
“Uncertainty Reduction” foundation of measurement, basis originates
in ‘Information Theory’ [Claude Shannon, 1948]: Proposal of a
mathematical definition of “information” as the amount of uncertainty
(“entropy”) reduction removed in a signal
[4] How to Measure Anything in Cybersecurity Risk; Douglas Hubbard and Richard Seiersen
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Core Challenge - Management
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At all times, information security risk affecting an organization should be:
Aligned and supportive to business objectives
Identified and assessed
Compared against risk appetite and treated accordingly
Monitored for changes
Reported and incorporated into enterprise risk management practices

Effectiveness of information security programs and investment dependent on
appropriate and harmonized risk management functions
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Industry Variances
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Distinct Incident and Event
Differences Exist - Retail Industry
Example (2017):
Significant Incidents: 55% were
denial of service, 18% were payment
card skimming
Significant Breaches: 41% were
payment card skimming, 26% were
web application attacks
Influence: Weight should be applied to
core components (e.g. likelihood)
ratings based on industry
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Verizon DBIR 20175
Incidents

Breaches

Appropriate and Expected Practices and
Considerations for Today
1.
2.

Robust and Structured Risk Management
Incorporation into Enterprise Risk Management and Expected
Return from Opportunities

3.

Proactive and Adaptive Risk Identification and Assessment

4.

Focus on True Trust Boundaries

5.

Holistic (Internal & Third / Nth Party) Risk Management Coverage

6.

Adjustment Based on Industry

7.

Appropriate Reporting
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Important Practices and Considerations in the
Future
1.

Lack of Understanding Considered Risk

2.

New Core Component (Assurance)

3.

Zero Trust Information Security Adoption Factor

4.

Analytics Basis for Risk Management

5.

Definition and Robust Application of Risk Appetite

6.

Advanced Risk Reporting and Assignment

7.

Incorporation and Consideration of Mature Cybersecurity Insurance
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Example Case – Third Party Information
Security Risk
What’s Unique?
Access to information and assurance
Varied and unique engagement and risks
Magnitude of engagement and vendor instances
Ability to influence change

Key Points?
Unique nature requires unique and tailored approach
Must effectively holistically integrate risk into enterprise risk
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Example Case – End Point Security
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What’s Unique?
Understanding of solution, deployment, and implementation needs
Alignment with protection scenarios
Ability to meet changing threats and needs

Key Points?
Understanding of all considerations must be factored into assessment
Changes (e.g. type, frequency) to protected assets important to consider
Analytical and statistical measures enhance assessment outputs
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Example Case – Information Security Risk
Profile
What’s Important?

Formal and encompassing of all sources of information security risk
Influence over information security strategy, investment, and protections
Integration with enterprise risk profile

Key Points?

Profile is product of all risk management lifecycle elements (e.g. identification,
assessment, management, reporting) and dependent upon effective functions
Practical use of understanding (assurance) and weights are important and
commonly overlooked
Iterative improvements should be used until a comprehensive risk profile can be
produced with little effort
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Apply What You Have Learned Today
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Effective information security risk management is the basis of appropriate
information security today and related needs will increase in the future
Apply today’s messages:
Immediately: Review your organization’s information security risk management
practices and identify opportunities for incorporation of today’s messages
Near-Term Actions:
Review and challenge how your organization handles core risk management challenges
(measurement and management)
Create a roadmap to implement and maintain risk management practices practical for your
organization and appropriate for today and the future
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